SummerJelinek
Leadership Speaker, Trainer, and Coach

What Clients Have to Say

WOW! Yall. That was amazing!!!!! I never stay on
and watch the full sessions, but I couldn’t walk away
it was that good. I am already receiving fantastic
feedback from the attendees and they are just as
impressed as I am!
Erin Swain
Dallas HR Education Manager

North Texas SHRM Conference
Video Testimonial

Summer was a delight to work with as we planned the
program. And, since our planning started before
COVID, she remained flexible to our date changes,
presentation platform changes and live vs. hybrid vs.
virtual changes. Can we say #Flexible
Ellen Wilson
Managing Director - HSMAI DC

Embrace Women's Conference
Video Testimonial

Summer is an absolute professional who greets her
audience with genuine energy that resonates and is
well-received. She dedicated time to interacting with
our participants. It was clear that she took the time to
customize her presentation.
Linda Marie Arredondo
Director at Native American Technology Research

Topics for Virtual, In Person or
Blended Events

The M.A.G.I.C. of Leadership

Many managers look around and see leaders who are getting the
results. From the outside looking in, it can appear that these leaders
are performing magic. But like all good magic tricks, once you know
how it is performed, it is easily replicated. This program will open you
and your audience to the Magic of Leadership, an easy to implement
model that shows how you and your organization can take very
specific steps to create and maintain a high performing culture.

Learn why managing yourself is a critical piece of leadership
Discover why high morale is directly tied to holding employees
accountable and receive actionable tips on how to do so in a
professional and respectful way
Understand why inspiration is so important and how it can drive
your team to the next level
Creating Magic

What do the internet, the iPhone and MyMagic+ have in common?
Each has revolutionized the customer experience. What makes some
companies successful at rolling out new technologies? Is it magic? In
this conversation, you will dive into change management utilized on
the front lines of Disney.
Learn why technology should not be the first answer to improving
your Customer’s Experience
Discover why the most effective technology inspires customer buy
in
Understand the importance of having employees embrace new
ideas during times of change

Summer would love to join you for keynote
speeches, seminars or full day sessions. Above are
just a few of the topics that can be covered. Looking
for something unique or not listed? Let's talk!

Engaging, No Holds Barred Leadership Speaker

When Summer speaks at events or businesses, it’s important that her audience feels truly connected,
inspired and engaged and leaves with actionable take aways. She has learned through the years that
there is no better way to connect with someone than through the power of authentic, no-holds-barred
storytelling.
Maybe it’s Summer's life long connection to great stories, maybe it’s her years with one of the greatest
story tellers, the Walt Disney Company, or maybe it’s because she just loves people — but time and time
again Summer hears from her audiences that her unique approach to storytelling helps put complex
strategies into a clear and simple perspective they have never considered before.
So, what stories can Summer bring to your next event?

Support Beyond the “Lecture and Leave”

When you book Summer as a speaker, you are not just booking a
talk…you’re booking a partner. She takes the time at every event
to make herself available to your audience beyond her time on
stage.
From large events to smaller breakout sessions to one-on-one
consultations and more, Summer's goal is your goal.

To have a successful, stress-free, and even…magical
event.
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